EXCELLENT DESIGN

✔ ALL CRYOGENIC, PRESSURIZED AND HEATED FLUIDS AND GASSES
LNG – CNG – Oils – Chemicals - Food

✔ FLEXIBLE LNG BUNKERING SOLUTIONS

✔ 100% EN 1474-1:2009 / ISO 16904:2016 CERTIFIED LNG MARINE LOADING ARMS
KANON LNG & CNG MARINE LOADING ARMS

For the transfers of liquid natural gas (LNG) and compressed natural gas (CNG), KANON has invested heavily in swivel joint research and development for its cryogenic and high-pressure swivel joints.

Both the cryogenic and high-pressure swivel joints are so strong that marine loading arms for these purposes can be applied without the support frame to carry the liquid-transfer piping, which is unique in today’s market.

The KANON LNG and CNG swivel joint design, in combination with the field-proven highly reliable KANON marine loading arms, provide the ultimate tool for both ship to ship and ship to shore liquid transfers.

COMPRISING:

✔ BS EN ISO16904:2016 / EN 1474-1:2009 Certified swivel joints and couplers for LNG
✔ >125 bar design pressure for CNG swivel joints up to 16 inch diameter
✔ Efficient and revolutionary design of swivels and loading arms
✔ Flexible Bunkering Solutions for LNG
✔ Onshore and ship to ship applications